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Anxiety and Depressive Subtypes Evolved from Primal Altruistic InstinctsSome twenty percent
of us are afflicted with common anxiety and depressive disorders--not just brief bouts of
nervousness or sorrow, but painful dysfunctions without obvious benefit. Why do so many
people suffer from angst?In this path-breaking volume, engagingly written for the general
public, psychiatrist Jeffrey Kahn reveals that angst ultimately results from our transformation,
over tens of thousands of years, from biologically shaped, almost herd-like prehistoric tribes, to
rational and independent individuals in modern civilization. Kahn looks at five basic types of
modern-day angst--Panic Anxiety, Social Anxiety, OCD, Atypical Depression, and Melancholic
Depression--and shows how each derives from primeval social instincts that once helped our
ancestors survive. For instance, the "panic disorder" which prevents some people from flying
may have originally evolved to keep our tribal ancestors from traveling dangerously far from
home. Likewise, the increased emotional sensitivity to social rejection that now triggers
episodes of "atypical depression" may have helped maintain polite behavior and social
harmony in our ancestors. Our distinctly human civilization and rational consciousness lets us
defy these social instincts. But those over-ridden instincts can resurface as stressful emotional
disorders. Kahn notes that some of us painfully tackle this distress head-on, in ways that can
advance intellectual creativity, social performance and productivity. He also describes the
interplay of instinct with the advance of civilization, and on how evolutionary perspective
explains why modern treatments work.Ranging from Darwin and Freud to the most cutting-
edge medical and scientific findings--drawing from ancient writings, modern humor and popular
lyrics, and with many amusing cartoons--Angst offers us an exciting new slant on some of the
most pervasive mental health issues of our time.
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DG, “This is an excellent book. I highly recommend this material for anyone .... This is an
excellent book.I highly recommend this material for anyone looking for a superior explanation
of the core psychological instincts and possible resulting syndromes. Dr. Kahn presents the
material holistically meaning that he examines the historical origins (as implied by the title), the
current day manifestation, and resulting impact on individuals and society. I especially like the
way he takes a somewhat impartial view of the syndromes in that some, in moderation, can be
beneficial....for instance, being focused on cleanliness and organization can have value if not
overdone.Ultimately, I finished this book feeling very educated and much better equipped for
understanding myself and folks with whom I have relationships.”

Doc Dawn, “Angst. It is a very interesting theory of how mental health issues resulted from
evolution. It was very well written and had bits of humor in it... which is something to say for a
psychology book. It was more than well worth the time”

eg, “Great gift for all my angsty friends and relatives!. Fascinating approach to understanding
the evolutionary origins of our mental health issues. Humor and cute illustrations make this
serious topic easier to read, understand, and remember. A great gift for all my angsty friends
and relatives!”

Destiny Champion, “Good read. Great information in a easy read format. I will use this
information with my clients in my practice. Explaining we're fears come from makes them less
personal and easier to manage”

Vekovichtcheva Olga, “Reading the book was nice to find there are people who share the
close .... Reading the book was nice to find there are people who share the close to me ideas
about human nature and tell about it on the simple language. The special value of this book
lies in the fact that the theory grew out of practice. This book is, in fact, the recommendation for
many to understand what happens to us in this life and how to solve our problems correctly,
thereby improving the quality of life.”

JK, “Well-written and easy to follow for the layperson. I'm a musician, not a psychologist and
have not read very much about the theory of mental illness, but I became intrigued by Jeffrey
Kahn's concept that social instincts are the basis of mental disorders after reading a review. I



like the writing which is simple and not heavily laden with jargon. When there are specific
medical terms, they are clearly defined. He also writes with humor which for the most part
helps to explicate the subject. Related quotes and cartoons are employed to open each
chapter. I found it entertaining, informative and hard to put down.”

David J. Boggis, “Best clinical psychology book I've read in years. This is more than just info on
clinical psychology from an insider's viewpoint - it is also a cracking good read and is peppered
with anecdotes, to say nothing of sporadic references to the societal and psychological
advantages of the occasional beer now and then.Kahn is a natural writer, but, as should go
without saying, he is totally on top of his subject. I am personally a lifetime sufferer of
depressive mood disorder, and I am as capable as the next person of approaching a piece of
writing with a jaundiced view. But, having read a review of the volume in the UK weekly New
Scientist, I gave it a try - and soon found it as difficult to put down as, say, a Michael Connelly
crime thriller. (I'm also a crime writer, so reading Connelly is part of the job.)It takes a bit to
wring a smile from a person of my particular handicaps. But this one had me chortling
periodically, all the way through.Kahn explains the evolutionary development of a range of
present-day psychiatric disorders. Each story makes fascinating reading. And, right at the end,
where Kahn gets into what might be 'the heavy stuff' in terms of extracts from DSM (Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual) edition 4, he offered me a self-diagnosis that proved a total surprise for
me. Read it!”

Maria, “Five Stars. Great”
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The book by Jeffrey P. Kahn has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 25 people have provided feedback.
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